
In plants, this molecule is present in the synthesis pathway for ethylene, and that eponymous cycle is also called the
Yang cycle. It’s not cysteine, but a variant of this molecule containing selenium is useful in determining protein
structure via X-ray crystallography This amino acid, the only one to contain a thioether, is encoded by AUG. For 10
points, what sulfur-containing amino acids most commonly corresponds to the start codon in translation?
Answer: Methionine (do not accept 2-amino-4-(methylthio)butanoic acid, even though it is correct)

This property has been described by one thinker as “pretty cool.” Occurrences of this property are quite rare in
society, and its only confirmed instance is in Massachusetts. Despite this, a future Nobel peace prize winner has
been strongly associated with this property. That person has also been described as “really interesting,” and they
described the experience of being associated with this property as “actually amazing though.” This property was the
place of the day on March 26th, 2023. For 10 points, name this property with the address 6 Chongris Circle,
Andover, MA.
Answer: Ashwin’s house (prompt on general answers that do not mention Ashwin, accept address before mention)

The most recent Gianni Matragiano post about Columbo depicts him as having this condition, and he describes how
he is attempting to accentuate it in order to please his wife. In April of this year, classified documents were leaked
on a discord server whose name is a meme that features this condition. That discord server is Thug Shaker Central,
and its namesake meme features three characters ogling at and following a character with this condition. One
famous person affected by this condition is Jerma985 (powermark), and his viewers have made numerous edits
making this condition more visible. In a meme where Snake is “trying to sneak around, but” has this condition, the
guards are alerted by a certain kind of clapping. For 10 points, people with what condition are commonly described
as “having an entire bakery?”
Being dummy thicc (accept any number of equivalents)


